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Northern Ireland pip
All-Stars to win Irish
Men’s Tournament
Republic of Ireland teams restore huge pride and passion
in Irish men’s volleyball and the Irish jersey with heroic
performances in 1st public appearance and event on
home soil in 6 years
Northern Ireland has continued their fine
momentum from their appearance in the CEV
Small Nation Championship Finals by winning the
recent Irish Senior Men’s Volleyball Tournament
in UCD.
The event was opened up by the pairing of both
Republic of Ireland teams, with the ROI Greens
beating the Whites 2-1. An eagerly awaited
match followed, with Northern Ireland
overcoming an opening set defeat to beat the
Premier-32 League All-Stars 2-1.

Then followed one of the highlights of Day 1 of
competition; in an exciting match finale, the
Republic of Ireland White team beat Northern
rd
Ireland 2-1, with the 3 and final set going to 2624 in favour of the Whites, leading to triumphant
celebrations amongst everyone in the Irish camp.

place to win the competition on score
difference. Level with the All-Stars with 6
group points each, the Northern Ireland
men has 12 points to spare in their score
nd
difference over the All-Stars in 2 place.

With a buoyant mood and new confidence now
amongst the Irish players and staff, they were
soon brought to earth however with the All-Stars
beating the Green team 2-1 to leave all teams
level on 3 points each after day 1, with Northern
st
Ireland in 1 place with a better score difference.
On Day 2, the remaining two matches were
played
simultaneously,
adding
further
anticipation to the final standings with
everything to play for. It was a disappointing
morning however for the Irish teams as both lost
their final match 0-3 to the All-Stars and
Northern Ireland respectively. With those
st
results, Northern Ireland held on to their 1

Northern Ireland
All-Stars
ROI Green
ROI White

Diff +/+28
+16
-16
-28

Pts
6
6
3
3

Exhibition Matches: Republic of
Ireland v Premier League All-Stars
In a slight change to the initial schedule, the Irish Senior men’s teams’ event was
drawn to a close with two best-of-3-set exhibition matches between them
respectively and the Premier League All-Stars team.

In the first of the two matches, the ROI Green
team lined up on in front of the All-Stars. On
the previous day, the All-Stars were 2-1
winners in a match which saw the All-Stars win
st
nd
a close 1 set and a one-sided 2 set, while the
rd
Greens comfortably won the 3 .
st

The Irish started well, winning the 1 set by 8
points, but the All-Stars came back into the
nd
game in the 2 , defeating the Greens by 11.
Both sides traded blows in the tie-break, yet
while it looked near the end that the All-Stars
were going to win, big blocking by Jonathan
Whitty in the centre and powerful hitting by
Glenn Malone proved significant, helping them
overturn the All-Stars’ match point and snatch
the win for themselves; 16-14 to the Irish.
Immediately after their demoralizing defeat to
the Greens, the All-Stars took on the ROI

Whites in an attempt to make up for their cruel
loss and to finish their event on a high. While
the ROI White team was in the same frame of
mind and eager to add to their scalp of
Northern Ireland form the previous day, there
was no stopping the All-Star team however as
they were comfortable throughout in a 2-0
win, despite a resilient Irish fight late on.
After the event, the Big Block newsletter
caught up with Head Coach Laurent Cauet for
his immediate thoughts and opinions on who
he felt stood out for the Irish over the
weekend:
“I’m very happy and proud of the performance
from our lads this weekend. They all proved
that they have the ability to perform in intense
match play. While a number of them may not
have the same big-stage experience and
confidence that some of their fellow colleagues
have. From what I saw from them and with
their teammates, they have huge potential to
gain in that area and that is promising for their
future and the team’s.”
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When asked what he most would like to
improve, Cauet responded: “One area I think
will take time to develop further is team spirit
and individual character; players have to find
their own individual ways of changing match
scenarios when necessary for their team.”
Cauet then concluded with his choice of MVP:
“While I was very impressed with everyone’s
contribution, I have to accredit the defensive
performance of Tommy Kilfeather, as one of
our liberos. He was simply outstanding on the
st
nd
1 day, and had a consistent 2 day.”

